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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Play Ball!

Read this story and answer the question(s) below.

I went out to play ball the other day with some kids from the neighborhood. I thought it was going to be just a simple game of
softball, but it turned out to be quite a day! First of all, I was the pitcher. I’d seen pictures of people throwing to batters, but I’d
never done it before. On my first throw, I accidentally hit the batter on the shoulder. It was my brother, who is only five years
old. He started to bawl, which made me feel bad. “I didn’t mean it,” I said. After he stopped crying, we restarted the game. He
whacked that ball over the fence. It flew right through Mrs. Trask’s open window. She came out and yelled, “It landed in my
cookie batter!” We were scared at first, because we thought she was a witch. But it turned out that she thought it was funny.
She brought us fresh cookies once they were finished. And she joked, “It seems like a softball makes a batter better!” In the
end, I realized I may not be the best athlete ever, but I had fun. And I got some great cookies!

1. What does the ball do after the boy hits it?

A. It bounces on the fence.

B. It hits the pitcher’s shoulder.

C. It breaks a window.

D. It flies through an open window.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. No rationale available

D. Correct

ItemID A2KC.1200646
Correct D
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.02

2. What is the relationship between the author and the
boy who cries?

A. The boy is her younger brother.

B. The boy is her older brother.

C. The boy is her young friend.

D. The boy is the son of her neighbor.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct

B. No rationale available

C. No rationale available

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1200645
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.03
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Arizona State Map

Christopher was looking through a pamphlet about Arizona. His school was going on a field trip and he was curious how his
school's bus would travel through the state. Use the map below to answer the questions.

3. One of the scheduled stops during the field trip is
Arizona’s capital, Phoenix. Which highway connects
Flagstaff to Phoenix?

A. 8

B. 10

C. 17

D. 40

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. Correct

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1121703
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.02
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

West Coast Map

Nancy was reading her local newspaper’s weather section. She wanted to see whether a storm from the West Coast was
moving toward her state. Use the map below to answer the questions.

4. Nancy lives in Denver, Colorado. Which of these
places is farthest north of Nancy’s home state?

A. Los Angeles

B. Mexico

C. Boise

D. Canada

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. No rationale available

D. Correct

ItemID A2KC.1121698
Correct D
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.02
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

What Sammy Needs

The only fish tank in school is right here in our third grade class. Some fish are black, and some are yellow, and some have
orange and white stripes. I always stop to watch the fish swim. During class, I glance at them. I imagine some are smiling or
frowning. I like to think they are telling me not to forget. Do you ever forget things? I do.

One day, I decided to ask my parents if they would help me have a fish of my own. It would be my first pet! I planned to take
good care of it, but I was a bit worried. Would I forget something important when I needed to take care of my pet? My parents
and I went to a pet store to buy a goldfish. My mom told me to ask all the questions I could think of. My first question was,
“How can I remember everything so I take good care of my fish?” The clerk in the pet store was Hannah. She smiled. “Don’t
worry,” she said. “To take care of a pet, you have to know what it needs.”

Hannah showed me how to feed goldfish at the store. It was easy to drop a few flakes on top of the water and watch the fish
eat it. I had to remember not to feed goldfish too much food. The extra food will make the water dirty. Then my goldfish might
get sick.

Goldfish need to live in water. I had to remember that the water must be clean for fish. Water from a faucet at home is good
for humans, but it is not good for fish. When I change the water in the tank, I must remember to drop little pills into it. Then I
must wait for a while. Hannah said that is when the water becomes “aged.” It is clean for my pet.

I saw plants in some fish tanks at the store. I thought a plant would look pretty in my fish tank, too. Hannah told me that plants
are more than just pretty. They give off oxygen. That was another thing to remember. I had to have a small plant inside the
tank so my fish could breathe.

After I learned all I could about goldfish, I finally got one. I named her Sammy. When I brought Sammy home, I knew my
parents would help me take care of her, but they said I had to do some jobs on my own. Would I remember everything? I
looked at Sammy. She seemed to be smiling at me. Suddenly, I had an idea. I got a green sticky note and wrote:

What Sammy Needs
1. Drop a few flakes of food.
2. Use aged water.
3. Put a plant in the tank.

I stuck the note on the table right next to Sammy’s fish tank. I knew taking care of Sammy was going to be as easy as 1-2-3.
Sammy is a tiny creature, but she has helped me in a big way. My first pet showed me how not to forget!
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5. Read the sentences.

A student wants a pet goldfish. The student had a
goldfish last year. At first, the student is worried about
caring for the pet. He thinks he might not remember
everything. At the pet store, the student learns all
about goldfish. Then the student writes on a sticky
note. The student writes the steps he has to do to take
care of the fish. Finally, the student is sure he will take
good care of the goldfish.

The writer wrote the sentences to tell what the speech
is mostly about. Which of these ideas does NOT
belong with the sentences?

A. A student wants a pet goldfish.

B. The student had a goldfish last year.

C. Then the student writes on a sticky note.

D. Finally, the student is sure he will take good care
of the goldfish.

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
The speaker says he wants a goldfish in the
second paragraph. So, this idea belongs with the
sentences.

B. Correct answer.

C.
The speaker tells about the sticky note in the
sixth paragraph. So, this idea belongs with the
sentences.

D.
The speaker talks about this idea in the last
paragraph. So, this idea belongs with the
sentences.

ItemID A2K.1230506
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.02, LA.3.RI.3.2
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Is Bumpy Money in Our Future?

My grandpa always has lots of coins jingling in his pocket. Grandpa calls those coins his fun money. Each morning, he walks
to the corner store. He uses his change to buy a newspaper and a muffin.

Grandpa uses his coins to have fun and so do I. Every time he visits, he reaches into his pocket and pulls out a quarter for
me. He makes a game of it by digging around and closing his eyes. He always pulls out the right coin. He just feels for the
biggest, heaviest one.

Now, we kids know how to tell coins apart without looking. A quarter is bigger than a nickel and its edges feel bumpy. A dime
is smaller and lighter than a penny. All money is not in the form of coins. Paper money, or bills, printed in the United States
are the same size. They all feel the same. They’re made of the same kind of paper. Can you tell a ten-dollar bill from a one-
dollar bill without looking? I know I can’t.

Some people think bills should be more like coins. They could be a different size or a different texture. Then, people could tell
from just one touch the kind of bill they have. This would make handling money easier and quicker, too.

A person could feel for just the right bill inside her wallet. She wouldn’t have to pull out all her money, where others could see
it. People would be less likely to mistake one bill for another. This kind of money would also help people who can’t see well,
such as some older persons and people who are blind.

Other countries already make bills in different sizes and textures. Canada prints bills with little bumps in one corner. The
number of bumps shows how much the bill is worth. Japan also prints bills with bumps. They’re different sizes, too. Bills that
are worth more are bigger.

Now the United States plans to change its paper money. The Treasury Department will have to print the new bills. This job is
not quick or simple. Workers will have to design new printing tools. All the machines that take money for things like soft drinks
and snacks will have to be changed so the new bills fit. These changes will be expensive. They may take years.

To me, the change is a good idea. More than 180 countries use paper money. Only the United States still prints bills that are
all the same size, texture, and color! We should be able to know, without looking, what money is in our pockets, whether it’s
coins or bills.
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6. Read what Jadon wrote about “Is Bumpy Money in
Our Future?”

It would be helpful if paper money had different
textures and sizes like coins. People would be able to
feel the difference between bills of different values. It
is faster and easier to use money like this. Different
sizes and textures would be helpful for people who
cannot see well. Many other countries make their
money like this and now the United States may
change its money. Many countries also have paper
money with colorful images drawn by artists. It will
take many years to make the changes necessary for
the new money, but it would be worth it.

Jadon wants to tell about the ideas in the passage.
Which idea is NOT part of the passage?

A. The bumps in the corner of Canadian money tell
the value of the bill.

B. Many countries have paper money with colorful
images drawn by artists.

C. We should be able to tell bills apart by feeling
them, just as we do with coins.

D. Blind people would find it easier to handle bills
with different sizes and textures.

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
This idea is in paragraph 6 of the passage. So it
belongs in Jadon's paragraph.

B. Correct answer.

C.
Paragraphs 4 and 5 explain why the speaker
thinks bills should feel different according to their
value. So this idea belongs in Jadon's paragraph.

D.

The passage does state that the blind would
find it easier to handle bills with different sizes
and textures. This idea should stay in Jadon's
paragraph.

ItemID A2K.1230521
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.02, LA.3.RI.3.2
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

A Fun Spin on Fruit

Thank you all for visiting my booth today. As my teacher told you, it was our class’s idea to host this health fair for parents.
When I found out about it, I knew right away that I had to make my favorite snack. It’s a healthy food and it’s fun, too. I hope
you’ll agree. It’s called a smoothie, and I am going to teach you how to make it.

Let’s look at the foods lined up right here. First, you need some type of liquid. I am using milk, but yogurt is good, too. Next,
you need fruit. Any kind of berry works well in a smoothie. So do other soft fruits such as mangoes, peaches, or melons. I
am using fresh fruit, but frozen fruit is fine. I have chosen bananas and strawberries because they are my favorite fruits. Of
course, you’ll need to peel bananas and any other fruits that have a skin. It also helps to cut the fruit into smaller pieces.
Finally, you need honey and crushed ice.

You’ll need only a few tools. A blender is perfect for smoothies. I cleaned my blender first. You should always start by making
sure the blender is clean. Also, you’ll use a measuring cup and a spoon. Now, we have everything to start making a smoothie!

Pay attention so you remember the steps. Measure one cup of milk and pour it into the blender. Next, add one cup of fruit.
Then pour in one cup of crushed ice and one tablespoon of honey. Wait before you blend everything together. Check to
make sure the blender’s lid is on tight. Once, I forgot to do this. When I turned on the blender, the smoothie sprayed all over
the kitchen! Okay, the lid is on tight. Last, I’m going to press the button that says “low.” See how everything swirls around in
there? That crackling sound is the ice hitting the blades. Let the blender run for three or four minutes.

It’s time to hit the “stop” button. Look at that nice pink color! I’m going to make sure there are no large pieces of ice or fruit left
in the drink. The idea of a smoothie, after all, is for everything to be smooth! I see that everything is blended, so the smoothie
is done. Here, let me pour you a cup. Isn’t that a tasty treat? It’s much more fun than eating cut-up fruit, right? And you still
get all the goodness that fruit has inside it. I hope you’ll try making smoothies at home!
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7. “A Fun Spin on Fruit” gives directions for making a
smoothie. A person who listens to this speech can
use a diagram to remember the steps. One type of
diagram is a flow chart. Complete the flow chart. One
step is done for you.

• In each box, write a step for making a
smoothie.

• Write the steps in order.
• Be sure to write all of the steps.

Use details from the passage to support your answers.
Write your answers on the paper your teacher gives
you.

ItemID A2K.1230516
Correct -
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.02, LA.3.RI.3.3

 SCORING RUBRIC 

3 Response provides a complete explanation of, or
answer to, the item by including main ideas and
important information, either stated or unstated,
from the passage. The response shows strong
evidence of a student's depth of understanding
and ability to connect ideas, provide specific text
examples, and interpret the text. Response is well
support with multiple details from the passage.

 Correct Answers: 

 

2 Response provides a limited explanation of,
or answer to, the item by including only limited
ideas from the text. The response shows a partial
or weak use of information from the passage
to make connections across the text or to other
situations or texts. Response is supported with
limited details (in quantity or quality) from the
passage.

1 Response provides a minimal explanation of, or
answer to, the item. Response may be too brief
to show understanding of the text. Inaccurate, too
few, or unsupported details may be included in the
response.

0 Response is irrelevant, inappropriate, or not
provided.
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Is That Fruit on My Pizza?

When you're in the mood for a juicy piece of fruit, do you ever grab a carrot by mistake? That's an easy question for
third grade students like you. You can tell most fruits and vegetables apart. But are you sure? One ordinary food in your
refrigerator might trick you. Which one?

It's the tomato! Many people think it is a vegetable, but they are wrong. A tomato is not like carrots or broccoli. It is a fruit.
Think about what a big, red tomato looks like inside. You see hundreds of tiny seeds. A fruit is the part of a plant that has
seeds. A vegetable has no seeds. That fact makes a tomato a fruit, not a vegetable.

Then why do people mistake a tomato for a vegetable? It's all in the taste. Apples are sweet. Pears are sweet. Many sweet
desserts have fruit as the main food. Just think about strawberry shortcake! Now imagine the taste of a tomato. It is not sweet
like pineapples, blueberries, and other fruit. A cook will not serve you a piece of tomato pie topped with vanilla ice cream for
dessert. Cooks know all about the taste of tomatoes. Red, green, and yellow tomatoes taste better with salty foods rather
than with sweet ones. That is why cooks choose tomatoes when making salad or the main course of a dinner. They add a
slice of tomato to a hamburger. They chop up tomatoes when making delicious salsa or spaghetti sauce. You are very likely
to find tomatoes in your dinner. That is why people think they are vegetables.

Another fact that is important to remember is this common food is very good for you. Tomatoes are high in vitamins A, C, and
K. They are also high in fiber and low in fat. That means you can enjoy eating foods with this fruit even more. You can share
these facts about tomatoes the next time you have a slice of pizza. Just say: “That fruit sauce on the pizza was the best. And
it makes me healthy too!”

8. Read the sentences about “Is That Fruit on My Pizza?”

It is easy to tell fruits and vegetables apart. Yet, one
fruit is often called a vegetable. The tomato is a fruit.
It does not look like other vegetables because it has
seeds. Vegetables have no seeds. People often think
the tomato is a vegetable because it does not have
a sweet taste. Fruits taste sweet, but tomatoes do
not. Tomatoes grow very well in pots on the deck.
Tomatoes are good for you because they contain
vitamins and they are high in fiber.

Lara wrote this paragraph. It tells what the passage is
mostly about. Which sentence has an idea that is NOT
in the speech?

A. The tomato is a fruit.

B. Vegetables have no seeds.

C. Fruits taste sweet, but tomatoes do not.

D. Tomatoes grow very well in pots on the deck.

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
This is an important idea in the speech. It should
stay in Lara's paragraph.

B.
This fact is in the second paragraph of the
speech. It should stay in Lara's paragraph.

C.
This fact is in the third paragraph of the speech.
It belongs in Lara's paragraph.

D. Correct answer.

ItemID A2K.1230510
Correct D
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.02, LA.3.RI.3.2
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

A New Talent

Characters
BEN DAO
KIM NGUYEN
HANH BIEN

Setting: The backyard of a house. There is a picnic table with a jump rope on the bench of the table.

(Kim sits at the table, fiddling with the jump rope. Ben enters.)

BEN: Knock, knock.

KIM: Who’s there?

BEN: Water.

KIM: Water who?

BEN: What are you doing?

KIM (laughs): That’s kind of funny.

BEN: Kind of funny? I think you mean, “Ben, you are so funny; you are sure to win first place in the talent show.”

KIM: Yes, you might win. I know there is no way I will win.

BEN: Why not? You are a great dancer. You could win. But you will probably come in second place, after me.

KIM: I might be a great dancer, but Maria is a great dancer. She is going to perform the dance she did at the big show last
month. There is no way I can compete against that. But losing to her is not what is really bothering me.

BEN: Then what is?

KIM: I wanted to do something different, something to make me stand apart from everyone else. There are at least three
other dancers in the talent show. I don’t want to be just another dancer.

BEN: Are you saying you are dropping out of the talent show?

KIM: (sighs) If I can’t find a new talent, I may as well not be in the talent show.

BEN: (jumps to his feet and paces) You can’t quit! What if I get stage fright? I always get stage fright, and you always calm
me down. Who’s going to help me relax if you are not there?

KIM: I will still be there. I will help you relax before you go on stage to tell your jokes.

(Hanh enters.)

HANH: Hi, Kim. Hi, Ben.

KIM: Hi, Hanh.

BEN: (looks at Hanh) Knock, knock.

HANH: (smiles) Who’s there?

BEN: Cheese.
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HANH: Cheese who?

BEN: (points to Kim) She’s not going to be in the talent show!

HANH: (looks shocked) What? Why?

KIM: (stands and picks up the jump rope) I can’t think of a talent that no one else is doing. (She starts jumping.) And I want to
do something special.

BEN: What are you doing for the talent show, Hanh?

HANH: I’m going to juggle.

KIM: That’s really cool. (She does some jump-rope tricks as she talks.) I’m sure no one else will be juggling.

HANH: (eyes widen in surprise) Wow! You are really good at that!

KIM: You think so? (Ben and Hanh nod.)

HANH: Do that again! I’ve never seen that trick.

(Kim does the jump rope trick again and then stops suddenly.)

KIM: Hey! Maybe I can do this for the talent show! I could even play music while I jump to make it more interesting.

HANH: That’s a great idea!

BEN: This will be the best talent show our school has ever seen!

9. What is Hanh doing for the talent show?

A. dancing

B. juggling

C. jumping rope

D. singing

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
They talk about dancing, but Hanh is not dancing
for the talent show.

B. Correct answer

C. Kim is jumping rope for the talent show.

D.
They talk about playing music, but this is not
Hanh's talent.

ItemID A2K.1223409
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.02, LA.3.RL.3.1
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Big Friend, Little Friend/Unlikely Friends

Big Friend, Little Friend

Long ago, in the African jungle, the animals were talking. They could not believe what they heard! Mick the monkey said it
was true, and Herbie the hippo said the same thing. Rita the rhino finally had a friend!

Rita was a nice rhino, but she spent a lot of time alone. She had a lot of bug bites from ticks and flies, so she liked to lie in
the mud. The mud helped to take away the itching, but the other animals did not want to be in the mud.

The bugs never left her alone! Wherever she went, they went. In fact, her thick skin was their home, and they did as they
pleased.

Tommy the tickbird was new to the jungle. He had a bright yellow beak with a red tip, and his feathers were soft and gray.
One day when Rita was lying in the mud, he flew over and landed on her back. He said hello. Rita was surprised, because all
of the other animals she knew did not want to be near the mud. Still, she said hello to Tommy.

“I see you have a lot of ticks and flies on you,” Tommy said.

“Yes,” she said, “and they sure do itch!”

“I’m very hungry,” Tommy said. “May I have one?”

Rita gave the bird a look, because she did not know what to think. Rita ate plants, not bugs. But the bugs made her itch, so
she said it was OK.

Tommy used his beak to dig out a tick. “That was delicious,” he said.

Rita felt the itching stop. She felt good! “You may have as many as you like,” she said.

Soon, Tommy was full.

“Where do you live?” Rita asked.

“Nowhere yet,” Tommy said. “The trees are so full of animals that there may not be room for me.”

“You should live on my back,” Rita said. “It can be your home, and you can eat the bugs.”

“That’s a great idea,” Tommy said, and they have been friends ever since.

A good friendship can benefit both friends.

Unlikely Friends

Crocodile lived in the river marsh. Zebra didn’t go near this marsh. Wildebeest didn’t go near it. Not even brave Leopard
would go there. Crocodile was big. All of the animals were scared of her.

One day as Zebra and Wildebeest ate, a tiny bird fluttered down.

“Can you help me find someone?” asked Bird.

“Of course,” said Zebra. “Who?”

“Crocodile,” said Bird.
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Wildebeest shivered at Crocodile’s name. “What do you want with Crocodile? We leave her alone.”

“I’m here to help her. I’m not afraid,” said Bird.

Zebra laughed. “If you’re not afraid, Crocodile is usually there.” Zebra pointed her hoof to the marsh.

“Thank you,” said Bird, hopping away.

As Bird neared the marsh, Leopard spotted him from her tree. “Bird, be careful! Crocodile lives there.”

“I’m not afraid,” said Bird.

“I wouldn’t go near Crocodile, and I’m bigger than you,” said Leopard.

“I’m here to help Crocodile. She’ll be glad to see me,” said Bird.

With that, he went into the marsh. Leopard curiously looked on. Zebra and Wildebeest trotted to Leopard’s tree.

“What can you see up there?” they asked.

Leopard couldn’t believe her eyes. “Bird hopped onto Crocodile’s back and started gently pecking at her,” Leopard said.
“Crocodile is smiling!”

Zebra, Wildebeest, and Leopard were shocked. How could something so small be near big Crocodile?

After a while Bird perched on Leopard’s tree. Curious, Zebra asked, “How can you be so near Crocodile? Weren’t you
afraid?”

“No,” said Bird. “I came to help Crocodile. Sometimes she needs to have little bugs cleaned off her skin. That’s when I hop
on and eat them up. That’s why she likes me. I’m cleaning her off and keeping her healthy. Plus, I get a free meal!”

Zebra, Wildebeest, and Leopard finally understood. Even the most unlikely pairs can form an important friendship.

10. Why is Rita alone a lot at the beginning of the story?

A. She stays in the mud to take away the itching.

B. She stays in the trees to take away the itching.

C. She stays in the mud to keep the bugs away.

D. She stays in the trees to keep the bugs away.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct answer

B.
Nowhere in the story does it say that Rita does
not like the other animals.

C.
At the beginning of the story, the animals are
talkative, but Rita is not alone because she
thinks they talk too much.

D.

Rita wants to be left alone by the bugs, but not
by the other animals. She seeks the mud to take
away the itching and the other animals do not
like the mud.

ItemID A2K.1215249
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.02, LA.3.RL.3.1

11. Which BEST shows what is the same in both stories?

A. The animals live in trees.

B. The animals are in water.

C. There are bugs on the animals.

D. There is mud around the animals.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Not all of the animals live in trees.

B. Only Crocodile is in the water.

C. Correct answer
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D.
There may be mud near the marsh, but the story
does not say that there is. There is mud in the
jungle.

ItemID A2K.1215248
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.03, LA.3.RL.3.9

12. Which BEST shows how the stories are different?

A. One is in a jungle and one is in a marsh.

B. One is about animals and one is about bugs.

C. One has a helpful bird and one has a fearless bird.

D. One is about friendship and one is about finding a
home.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct answer

B.
Both stories are about animals, so this does not
show a difference.

C.
Both stories have helpful birds as characters, so
this does not show a difference.

D.
Both stories are about friendship and finding a
home, so this does not show a difference.

ItemID A2K.1215247
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.03, LA.3.RL.3.9

13. What are both stories about?

A. how friendships can end

B. how friends sometimes fight

C. how friends like to be alone

D. how friends can help each other

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
The stories are about the beginning of
friendships, not the ending.

B. The friends are not fighting in the stories.

C.
Rita and Crocodile were alone a lot, but the
stories do not say they like to be alone.

D. Correct answer

ItemID A2K.1215246
Correct D
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.03, LA.3.RL.3.9
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Important Inventions

Below is the table of contents for the book Important Inventions. Use this table of contents to answer the questions.

14. On what page would you look to find information about
the telephone?

A. page 3

B. page 12

C. page 21

D. page 30

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct

B. No rationale available

C. No rationale available

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1201362
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.02

15. Which invention is written about in chapter 3?

A. the television

B. the computer

C. the car

D. the telephone

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. Correct

C. No rationale available

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1201363
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.02
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Table of Contents about short stories

Table of Contents

“The Turtle That Could Fly”. . . . . . . . . . . . .  page 1
 by Raul Gonzalez

“The Cake-Baking Mystery”. . . . . . . . . . . . . page 12
 by Jennifer Yzerman

“The Pig That Went to School”. . . . . . . . . . . page 20
 by Jamal Leonard

“The Surprise Package”. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . page 29
 by Kayla Pisner

16. On which page does “The Turtle That Could Fly” start?

A. page 1

B. page 12

C. page 20

D. page 29

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct

B. No rationale available

C. No rationale available

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1201343
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.02

17. Who wrote “The Cake-Baking Mystery”?

A. Kayla Pisner

B. Jamal Leonard

C. Jennifer Yzerman

D. Raul Gonzalez

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. Correct

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1201342
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.02
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

The Fish and the Frog

Once upon a time, there was a pond near a wood. In the pond, there lived a bullfrog with a booming voice. Each night,
he stood on the banks of the pond and croaked to his heart’s content. To another bullfrog, his song might have sounded like
music. To everyone else in the pond, his croaking was just, well, croaking. Nonetheless, the bullfrog adored his voice.

One day, the bullfrog sat on a lily pad with a big, juicy bug in his mouth. He was just about ready to chomp and enjoy his
meal, when a huge goldfish spoke to him.

“Greetings, great singer,” said the goldfish, eyeing the bug in the bullfrog’s mouth. “I heard your magnificent song last night.
What a fantastic voice you have!”

The bullfrog forgot all about his meal as a big grin spread across his shiny green face.

“I think you have the best voice in the pond. In fact, you have the best voice in the woods. I might venture to say, you have
the best voice in the entire world!” said the goldfish, still eyeing the bug.

The bullfrog puffed himself proudly and grinned an even wider grin at the fish swimming below him.

“Do you think you could sing a melody for me now?” asked the goldfish.

The bullfrog was consumed with pride. He filled his enormous vocal sac to near bursting and belted out the loudest of all
croaks. As he did, the big, juicy bug dropped out of his mouth and into the eager mouth of the hungry goldfish. She snapped it
up quickly and began to swim away.

“You can indeed sing, my friend,” she laughed heartily. “But you have no lunch!”

18. What happened after the bullfrog started singing for
the goldfish?

A. The bullfrog sat down to enjoy his meal.

B. A big grin spread over the bullfrog’s face.

C. The goldfish snapped up the bug and swam away.

D. The goldfish complimented the bullfrog’s singing
voice.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. Correct

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1200570
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.02
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Mermaid Cousins

Melanie rubbed her eyes in disbelief; then she rubbed them again, but she could still see the face peeping out at her from
the jagged rocks. As a plume of surf sprayed her face, drenching her long red hair, she called out: “Please, who are you?”

She faintly heard a low, bubbling laughter. “I am Melinda.” As Melanie looked on in wonder, the girl--or half a girl since her
bottom half was a rainbow-colored fishtail--drew herself up onto the rocks. “I’m glad to meet you. I’ve been following you all
week!”

Melanie gulped in amazement. So she hadn’t been imagining things! “And you are really a . . . mermaid?” 

Melinda chuckled again, “Of course I’m a mermaid. Do you notice anything else?” 

Melanie studied Melinda more closely. The mermaid had long red hair, green eyes, and freckles. “You look sort of like me!”
Melanie responded.

Melinda nodded. “That’s because we’re related.” 

Now Melanie was really shocked. “But we can’t be,” she gasped. “You’re a mermaid and I’m a human-being.”

“So?” The mermaid flicked her tail impatiently. “Do you really think humans and mermaids are that different? Just because I
have a tail!” she sniffed. “Anyway, we mermaids are very adaptable! And we sometimes choose to be human.” She looked at
Melanie with her sparkling green eyes. “That’s why we happen to have the same great grandmother.” 

“You must be joking!” Melanie gasped, but somehow she knew the mermaid wasn’t. 

Could this be the big family secret Grandma Rosalie had long been hinting about? Her heart began to beat faster. If so, it
was bigger and more secret than Melanie could ever have imagined! She gazed at Melinda. 

“Does this mean we’re cousins?” Melanie asked. 

“Absolutely,” answered Melinda, as she got ready to return to the sea.

“Please come back here next Thursday at exactly this spot, so we can talk some more,” said Melanie. “And remember to
give my love to all my relatives.”

It was almost too incredible to be true--incredible, but at the same time also exciting. Somehow, Melanie knew right then
and there that this summer wasn’t going to be boring after all. In fact, it was going to be the most awesome summer of her
life.

19. Why does Melanie look so much like Melinda?

A. They are dressed the same.

B. They are twin sisters.

C. They are both mermaids.

D. They are cousins.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. No rationale available

D. Correct

ItemID A2KC.1200564
Correct D
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.02

20. Which happened first?

A. Melinda followed Melanie.

B. Melanie and Melinda talked.

C. Melinda swam away from Melanie.

D. Melanie looked closely at Melinda.
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Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct

B. No rationale available

C. No rationale available

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1200585
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.02
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

The Dog and the Donkey

Read this story and answer the question(s) below.

Once upon a time, a man had a hard-working donkey and a friendly dog. The donkey lived in a stable and had plenty of
oats and hay to eat. The dog lived in the house with his owner, who gave him tasty tidbits to eat. The dog knew many tricks.
His owner loved him very much. He often played ball with the dog and took him for walks. The donkey had to work very hard,
grinding corn in the mill, hauling wood from the forest, and carrying burdens around the farm. He often complained about his
hard work and compared his life with the dog’s life.

One day the donkey broke out of his stall and galloped into his owner’s house. He kicked up his heels and ran all through
the house. Next, the donkey tried to jump around his owner as he had seen the dog often do, but he broke the table and
smashed all the dishes on it. The donkey then tried to lick his owner but instead knocked him over. The farmhands heard the
strange ruckus in the house. They thought the man was in danger. So they chased the donkey out of the house and back to
the stable.

At the stable, the donkey saw all of the chores that hadn’t been done because he was trying to be like the dog. His life on
the farm was hard, but no one else, not even the dog, could do the work that he did. The donkey ate a meal of oats and hay
and then returned to his tasks.

21. How are the dog and the donkey alike?

A. They both eat oats and hay.

B. They both live in the stable.

C. They are both house pets.

D. They are both animals.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. No rationale available

D. Correct

ItemID A2KC.1199441
Correct D
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.03
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

The Wings of a Dove/The Farmer and the Giant Orange Carrot

The Wings of a Dove

A Retelling of an Indian Folktale

Long ago in India, there lived a large flock of doves. Each day the doves would fly down to a grove of banyan trees and
go about their daily routines. Some collected twigs for their nests. Others sipped water from the large, cool pond. Others
gathered rice and grains for their meals.

Now there is one thing you must know. Although these doves met at the same time every day, they never, ever spoke a
word to one another. And they did their best to stay out of each other’s way.

One day a traveling merchant decided to rest under the shade of a large banyan tree. As he rested, he watched the doves
come and go and do what doves do.

“What magnificent doves,” he thought to himself. “They would make a handsome trade for some fine linens.”
So the merchant watched . . . and waited . . . and plotted. He saw that the doves were so busy tending to their own needs

that they did not notice anything going on around them.
When days had passed, the merchant decided to act. He arrived at the banyan tree early, before the doves arrived. He

sprinkled the ground with tasty grains of rice. Then he climbed the tree and waited with a large net.
The merchant was daydreaming of the coat he would make from the fine linens when he heard pecking sounds below.

Sure enough, the doves were busily gathering the rice he had left.
Before the doves knew what had happened, they were trapped under the net. You never saw such a sight. Doves ran this

way and that. But they could not get very far.
The happy merchant laughed and clapped to see such calamity.
Then something strange happened. The doves looked at each other and began to flap their wings together. They flapped

slowly at first and then faster. Working together, they began to lift the net. They flew higher and higher. They carried the net
away from the merchant. The doves learned a valuable lesson that day. When you work together, anything is possible.

The Farmer and the Giant Orange Carrot

A Retelling of a Russian Folktale

Uri the farmer was a very proud man. He was proud of his house. He built it all by himself. He was proud of his animals. He
raised them all by himself. He was proud of his garden. He planted it all by himself. And he was especially proud of his giant
orange carrot. He cared for it all by himself.

Soon Uri would pick the giant orange carrot and take it to the fair. And when he collected first prize (which he would surely
do), he would collect it all by himself.

The day of the fair finally arrived. Uri awoke early. He ate breakfast all by himself. Then he went to his garden to pick his
giant orange carrot . . . all by himself.

The sun beat down as Uri loosened the ground around the giant orange carrot. He set down his hoe and wiped his brow.
He grabbed the leafy green carrot top tightly with both hands and began to pull. He pulled and pulled, and he tugged and
tugged. But the giant orange carrot would not budge.

Olga was passing by and noticed Uri’s plight. “Uri, please let me help you,” she said.
But as you can imagine, Uri replied, “No thank you. I can do it all by myself.”
Olga watched as Uri pulled and pulled and tugged and tugged. Uri was so busy pulling and tugging he didn’t notice that

Olga had grabbed on to help.
At that moment, Alec was riding by on his mule. “Uri, please let me help you,” he urged.
But as you can imagine, Uri replied, “No thank you. I can do it all by myself.”
Well, Uri was so busy pulling and tugging he didn’t notice that the entire village, one by one, had grabbed on to help. And

with one pull from everyone, the giant orange carrot popped out of the ground.
Uri scratched his head. He looked around and saw every person from his village. Young and old, big and small, everyone

had come to help Uri.
Uri did win first prize that day, and when he returned, he prepared a great feast. And as you can imagine, he happily ate

that great feast–and NOT all by himself.
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22. How are the doves in "The Wings of a Dove" and Uri
in "The Farmer and the Giant Orange Carrot" alike?

A. Both Uri and the doves are magnificent.

B. Both Uri and the doves are tricked by others.

C. Both Uri and the doves need to eat rice to survive.

D. Both Uri and the doves need the help of others to
succeed.

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
No words in "The Farmer and the Giant Orange
Carrot" describe Uri as magnificent.

B.
No one tricks Uri. People help him, but he does
not notice what they are doing.

C.

Uri and the doves do not need rice to survive.
Uri is a human who can eat many types of food.
The doves do search for rice, but they search for
grains to eat too. They can survive without rice.

D. Correct answer

ItemID A2K.1183996
Correct D
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.03, A, READ.K-12.1.2.1, LA.3.RL.3.1
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Delia Duck/Little Brother Bunny

Delia Duck

Delia Duck was very excited about the science fair. She was even more excited about working with her friends Charlie
Chicken, Robert Rabbit, and Hailey Hamster. Their project would be a model of the solar system. Delia couldn’t wait to begin!

Delia invited the group to her house that afternoon.

“First, we have to research,” Delia said. “We need to find out the order of the planets. We also have to find pictures of each
planet. Who will help me research the planets?”

“I can’t,” said Charlie Chicken.

“Neither can I,” said Robert Rabbit.

“Me either,” said Hailey Hamster.

So after her friends left, Delia researched the planets all by herself.

The group met at Delia’s house again the next day.

“Now we have to paint pictures of the planets. We should also label each planet with its name. Who will help me paint and
label the planets?” Delia asked.

“I can’t,” said Charlie Chicken.

“Neither can I,” said Robert Rabbit.

“Me either,” said Hailey Hamster.

So after her friends left, Delia painted and labeled the planets all by herself.

The next day the group met at Delia’s house to finish the project.

“The only thing left is to put all the planets in place. Then our solar system will be finished. Who will help me put the planets
in place?” Delia asked.

“I can’t,” said Charlie Chicken.

“Neither can I,” said Robert Rabbit.

“Me either,” said Hailey Hamster.

So after her friends left, Delia put the planets in place all by herself.

The next morning at school, Delia met her group in the auditorium. “Who will help me present our beautiful project?” Delia
asked.

“I will,” said Charlie Chicken.

“I will,” said Robert Rabbit.

“I will,” said Hailey Hamster.
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“Well none of you can!” said Delia. “I did the research all by myself. I painted and labeled the planets all by myself. And I
put the model together all by myself. So I am going to present it all by myself.”

Delia told their teacher how lazy her friends had been. Only Delia received credit for all her hard work.

Little Brother Bunny

Little Brother Bunny walked through his parents' garden. As he walked past the pumpkins, he noticed a pumpkin almost
twice his size. “I will pick up this pumpkin and take it to my parents,” he thought. “They will be proud of how strong I am.” He
tried and tried with all his might to lift the pumpkin. But he could not.

Little Brother Bunny returned to the house. He told Big Sister Bunny about the pumpkin. “Of course Little Brother Bunny
cannot lift the pumpkin!” Big Sister thought. “He is too little. I will bring it back and make our parents proud.” Big Sister Bunny
tried and tried with all her might to lift the pumpkin. But she could not.

Big Sister Bunny returned to the house. She told Big Brother Bunny about the pumpkin. “Silly sister,” Big Brother thought.
“Only I, Big Brother Bunny, will be able to lift the pumpkin. I will show them all how strong I am.” But try as he might, Big
Brother Bunny could not lift the pumpkin. It was just too big.

Big Brother Bunny returned to the house. Little Brother Bunny and Big Sister Bunny had told their parents about the
pumpkin. They also told how each one of them had tried to lift the pumpkin but could not.

“Silly bunnies,” said their father. “We must all work together to lift such a big pumpkin. Only then will our strength be great
enough.” The Bunny family went to the garden and, together, took the pumpkin to the house.

23. Which tells what is the same about both stories?

A. They both take place in a store.

B. They both take place in a house.

C. They both take place in a school.

D. They both take place in a garden.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. There is no store in either story.

B. Correct answer

C. The stories do not take place at school.

D. Only part of one story takes place in a garden.

ItemID A2K.1183430
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.03, LA.3.RL.3.9

24. Which tells something that is different about the two
stories?

A. One story has animals as characters.

B. One story takes place during the day.

C. One story takes place in both a house and a
garden.

D. One story is about why it is important to work
together.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. The characters in both stories are animals.

B.
Both stories take place during the day. One story
takes place over several days.

C. Correct answer

D.
Both stories are about why it is important to work
together.

ItemID A2K.1215243
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.03, LA.3.RL.3.9
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Sunflower Farms/Ask About Sunflowers

Sunflower Farms

What Are Sunflowers Good For?

When you think about a farm, do you think about animals like cows and horses? Not all farms have animals. Some farms
grow sunflowers–those big, beautiful, yellow flowers that contain sunflower seeds. Sunflowers are grown for three main
reasons. The first reason is that sunflower seeds are a popular food. Sunflower seeds can be either roasted or raw and salted
or unsalted. The second reason to grow sunflower seeds is to get sunflower oil. The seeds are pressed to squeeze out the oil.
Sunflower oil is mainly used for cooking. It also can be used in other ways. It is used in some kinds of makeup, and it is used
to keep machines running smoothly. The third reason to grow sunflowers is, of course, to sell these beautiful flowers in flower
shops.

Where Do Sunflowers Come From?

Sunflowers are native to North America. They used to grow wild in open fields. About three thousand years ago, Native
Americans started growing sunflowers for food. They created several different kinds of sunflowers. When Europeans came to
North America, they liked eating sunflower seeds, too. They took some of the seeds back to Europe to grow there. The plant
became especially popular in Russia. People in Europe and Russia also created new kinds of sunflowers. Their goal was to
have the plants make even more oil and food. Today there are about sixty different types of sunflowers.

Many years ago, when people from Russia began to move to North America, some brought their sunflower seeds with
them. Sunflowers came back to where they started!

Where Are Sunflower Farms?

Sunflowers can grow to be taller than people. They can have blooms that are nearly a foot wide. Each flower needs a lot
of space, so sunflower farms can cover large areas of land. Places that have a lot of flat land, like Russia and the American
Great Plains, are just right for growing sunflowers.

Kansas is nicknamed the Sunflower State. One reason for this name is that there are many sunflower farms in Kansas.
The other reason is that there are so many sunflowers growing around Kansas they are like weeds! However, Kansas does
not grow the most sunflowers. The state of North Dakota grows the most. North Dakota grows nearly half of all sunflowers in
the United States. South Dakota is next after North Dakota, with Kansas in third place. The map shows the seven states that
grow large numbers of sunflowers.
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Ask About Sunflowers

Sunflowers are known around the world for their beauty. They grow very tall. They have big, rough green leaves. Their
beautiful yellow blooms can be the size of a dinner plate.

Here are some questions and answers about the wonderful sunflower:

Question: What is the history of the sunflower?

Answer: First, sunflowers grew wild in North America long ago. Native Americans used them for food. They began planting
them and growing them. Today, sunflowers are still planted for food. People eat the seeds and the oil that come from the
plant.

Question: How tall can sunflowers grow?

Answer: Sunflowers can grow taller than a grownup. Many sunflowers reach eight to twelve feet. Sunflowers also grow far
under the ground. Their roots can go as much as nine feet deep!

Question: Do sunflowers really follow the Sun?

Answer: Before the sunflower blooms, the bud does turn to face the Sun. After the flower blooms, it always faces east,
where the Sun rises.

Question: Are sunflowers easy to grow?

Answer: Sunflowers can be very easy to grow. Sunflower seeds should be planted in good soil. Like all plants, they need
water and sun. The sunflower is a fast grower. With the right conditions, it can go from seed to bloom in just ten weeks.
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25. Which statement BEST describes a difference
between “Ask About Sunflowers” and “Sunflower
Farms”?

A. The way sunflowers look is described in only one
passage.

B. Just one passage tells which states sunflowers
are grown in.

C. Only one of the passages is based on questions
and answers.

D. The history of growing sunflowers is discussed in
only one of the passages.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Both have general descriptions of sunflowers.

B. Correct answer

C.
Though the questions and answers are
presented in different ways, both passages are in
question-and-answer format.

D.
Both passages discuss the history of sunflower
growing, often in almost identical terms.

ItemID A2K.1142190
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.03, LA.3.RI.3.9
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Tales of the Kim Sisters: Trouble on the Court/The Concert

Tales of the Kim Sisters: Trouble on the Court
by Marcia Gomez

Miki and Lyn Kim were walking home. They passed the basketball court. Miki stopped to watch two teams of kids run up
and down the court. She pressed her face against the chainlink fence.

“I want to play, too!” she shouted.

Lyn was about to say no, but Miki raced inside the court. This kind of thing often happened with Lyn’s younger sister. Lyn
would rather play guitar in her room, but Miki was always looking for an adventure.

The kids agreed to let Miki join a team. At first, Lyn could barely watch her sister play. Soon, she realized that her sister was
a strong player! Miki stole a ball, and then she dribbled past the tallest kid on the court. She took a shot, and the ball swished
into the basket. Her teammates gave Miki high-fives.

But then Miki began to show off. First, she took a wild shot. The ball sailed over the heads of everyone and past the hoop.
The other kids groaned.

The next time Miki was passed the ball, she tried to dribble it between her legs. But she lost control. Miki tripped over her
own feet and fell. The other players just stared at her.

Lyn was embarrassed that Miki had tried to show off. She knew she had to do something. After all, Miki was her little sister,
and she couldn’t let her lie there.

Lyn marched onto the court. She picked Miki up off the ground and put her arm around her. She ignored the other kids.

“Come on, Miki. Let’s go,” she said. Lyn helped Miki limp off the court, and the kids returned to their game.

“Thanks, Lyn. Next time I won’t try such crazy moves,” Miki sniffled.

Lyn knew that Miki would always do things that seemed scary or strange. It actually made her proud.

Tales of the Kim Sisters: The Concert
by Marcia Gomez

Miki swung open Lyn’s door and shouted, “Let’s play outside!”

Lyn was sitting quietly on the floor. Her guitar was in her lap, and a yellow sheet of paper was next to her. Miki read it. It
was an ad for a talent show and concert at their school.

“Are you actually thinking about playing in front of other people?” Miki asked. She was shocked. Miki thought that her older
sister was a beautiful musician. Lyn had taken lessons for a year, but she was very shy. She played only in front of family
members.

“I don’t know,” Lyn mumbled. She continued to read the sheet of paper.

“You have to! Please! Let’s practice!” Miki was excited.

Miki told Lyn to sit on the bed with her guitar. Then she lined up all their stuffed animals on the floor facing Lyn. Next, she
opened the window curtains.

“What are you doing? This is silly,” Lyn said and put down her guitar.
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“Pretend that we are the people at the show. They will be quiet, but they will be watching you. Just look over their heads.
Look out the window behind them. Now, play!” Miki instructed.

Lyn sighed. She didn’t think that playing for a room of stuffed animals was going to help her get over being nervous, but
she decided to try it.

At first her voice was just a whisper, but soon she started to feel as if she were alone in the room. She stared out the
window and sang her favorite song in a strong, clear voice. She played as she never had before. When she was done, Miki
jumped to her feet and cheered wildly.

“Thanks Miki,” Lyn said. “You taught me a good trick. I think I can do this.”

Miki and Lyn hugged. They both knew that the concert was going to be a success.

26. Which sentence tells about BOTH stories?

A. The sisters embarrass each other.

B. The sisters want to be good at music.

C. The sisters help each other to do their best.

D. The sisters will likely be great ballplayers.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. The sisters do work together.

B. One sister likes music, not both.

C. Correct answer

D. One sister likes to play ball, not both.

ItemID A2K.1142181
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.03, LA.3.RL.3.9

27. In what way are “Trouble on the Court” and “The
Concert” alike?

A. They are both about characters playing basketball.

B. They are both about a character making a
mistake.

C. They are both about characters who are worried
about singing.

D. They are both about characters who learn
something about themselves.

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
One story talks about basketball, but the other
does not.

B.
While Miki did make mistakes in "Trouble on
the Court," Lyn did not make mistakes in "The
Concert."

C.
While Lyn seemed to get over being nervous
about singing in "The Concert," Miki did not seem
to be nervous in either story.
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D. Correct answer.

ItemID A2K.1142180
Correct D
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.03, LA.3.RL.3.9
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Strawberries and Daisies

by Victoria Smith Peters

It was a sunny spring day in the woods. Rhonda and Julie Bunny got up early and set out to pick wild strawberries.

“Let’s pick lots of strawberries,” said Rhonda. “We can freeze some, make jelly with some, and have strawberry shortcake
for dinner.”

“Yum, yum!” Julie popped a berry in her mouth. “Strawberry shortcake is my favorite food.”

“Don’t eat more berries than you put in your basket,” warned Rhonda. “My basket is fuller than yours.”

The Bunny sisters set to work, and soon both of their baskets were overflowing. Julie ended up with a bright red mustache.

“Let’s go home and make jelly,” Rhonda said.

“And shortcake!” said Julie.

On their way home, they came to a great big patch of daisies.

“Look!” Rhonda exclaimed.

“So beautiful!” Julie agreed. “Daisies are my favorite flowers.”

“Let’s pick some and take them home,” said Rhonda. They picked a bunch of daisies.

Julie carried both baskets of strawberries, and Rhonda carried the daisies. They were almost home when all of a sudden
Julie sneezed. “AH-AH-CHOO!”

“Bless you,” said Rhonda.

“It must be a dusty day,” Julie said.

Back home in their oak tree, Rhonda put the flowers in a vase. She set them on the table so that she and Julie could enjoy
them as they prepared the strawberries.

“AHHHH-CHOO!” Julie sneezed again.

“Oh, no.” Rhonda frowned. “I hope you’re not catching a cold.”

Julie sniffed. “I don’t–AHH-CHOO–understand it. I felt fine this morning.”

Julie sat down at the table and sneezed again.

“Julie Bunny, you are allergic to the daisies!” Rhonda exclaimed.

“The daisies? I can’t be. I love them.”

“Every time you get near them, you sneeze.”

“Well, I will just have to get used to it. I’m not going to give up daisies!” Julie’s eyes became swollen and red. She sneezed
many times. “I can’t stand it,” she cried. “No more daisies for me. Oh, this is terrible!” And she ran out of the room.

“Poor Julie.” Rhonda thought for a minute. “I have an idea to fix everything.”
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Rhonda took out her paints and some paper. She quickly painted a picture of the flowers and vase. Then Rhonda framed
the picture and took the real flowers next door to Granny Squirrel.

That evening Rhonda and Julie sat looking at the picture of the daisies while they ate strawberry shortcake with whipped
cream.

“Yum,” said Julie, “this is heavenly.”

“Your favorite food, I know,” Rhonda said.

“Yes. My favorite food and my favorite flowers.”

“I’m glad you aren’t allergic to strawberries,” Rhonda said.

“That’s right, Rhonda! A picture of strawberries would never taste anything like the real thing.”

“Strawberries and Daisies” by Victoria Smith Peters, from The Boastful Mouse. Copyright © 1994 by Highlights for Children,
Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Reprinted with permission.

28. How are Julie Bunny and Rhonda Bunny different in
this passage?

A. Julie eats more strawberries than Rhonda does.

B. Rhonda eats more strawberries than Julie does.

C. Julie doesn’t like daisies and Rhonda does.

D. Rhonda doesn’t like daisies and Julie does.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct

B. No rationale available

C. No rationale available

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1122499
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.03
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

The Race between Bear and Turtle: A Native American Tale from the Iroquois

by Karen Gray Ruelle

One winter morning, in the days before bears had the habit of sleeping all winter, Bear was out walking. Cold and grumpy,
he walked past the icy pond. There was Turtle.

Bear said, “Hey, slowpoke!”

“Please don’t call me slowpoke,” said Turtle.

“But you are the slowest animal in the forest!” said Bear. “If we raced, I would easily win.”

“I’m not as slow as you think,” said Turtle. “Let’s race. We’ll see who is really slow.”

Bear forgot that although turtles move slowly, they are also clever. So he agreed to race.

“We’ll race tomorrow,” said Turtle. “You race along the bank, and I’ll race in the pond under the ice. I’ll make holes all along
the way, so I can pop my head up to show you where I am.”

The next day, when Bear arrived at the pond, all the other animals were there to watch. Turtle popped his head up from the
first hole in the ice. “Ready!” he said.

At the signal, Bear took off and Turtle’s head disappeared under the ice. Within seconds, Turtle’s head popped out of the
next hole. He said, “I’m here, Bear!”

Bear could not believe it. How had Turtle gotten there so quickly? Bear ran faster.

Turtle’s head popped up at the next hole. “I’m here, Bear!”

Bear ran as fast as he could, but not fast enough to reach the next hole before Turtle’s head popped up. “Hurry up, Bear!”

Bear raced along, but he couldn’t catch up to Turtle, whose head popped up out of each hole ahead of him.

When Bear reached the finish line, Turtle was already there. Turtle had won.

Bear was so embarrassed that he crept away without another word, curled up in his bed, and slept through the rest of
winter.

After Bear left, Turtle tapped on the ice. Turtle heads popped up from every hole. Each looked just like Turtle!

Turtle thanked his brothers and sisters for helping him to trick Bear in order to teach him a lesson. It’s rude to call other
people names. And turtles are NOT the slowest animals in the forest!
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29. What does Bear do in this passage that a real bear
could NOT do?

A. sleeps through a whole season

B. feels cold on a winter morning

C. calls another animal names

D. runs faster than a turtle

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
Real bears do sleep through the whole season of
winter.

B. Real bears do feel cold on winter mornings.

C. Correct answer

D. Real bears can run faster than a turtle.

ItemID A2K.1135582
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.03, LA.3.R.MT.03.01, READ.K-12.1.2.1,
LA.3.RL.3.1

30. How are Bear and Turtle alike in this passage?

A. They both want to win the race.

B. They both get their feelings hurt.

C. They both learn an important lesson.

D. They both feel bad about what they did.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct answer.

B.
In the passage, Turtle's feelings are hurt. At the
end, Bear is embarrassed, but his feelings are
not hurt.

C.
Bear learns a lesson about calling names. The
passage does not suggest that Turtle learns a
lesson.

D.
The passage does not suggest that Bear feels
bad about what he said, or that Turtle feels bad
about tricking Bear.

ItemID A2K.1057500
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.03, 5, READ.K-12.1.2.1, LA.3.RL.3.3
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

The Quiet Lindbergh

by Susan Kelleher

When most people hear the name Lindbergh, they think of Charles A. Lindbergh. He was the first person to fly alone across
the Atlantic Ocean without stopping. In 1927 Lindbergh flew from New York to Paris. He traveled in his airplane named The
Spirit of St. Louis. This trip made him a world-famous American hero.

Many books have been written about Charles Lindbergh, but there is another Lindbergh who was also very special. Anne
Morrow Lindbergh was born on June 22, 1906. She grew up in a close, happy family. Anne was a shy girl who loved to read.
She also loved to write fairy tales that her sisters and brother could act out.

Anne was a good student. She went to Smith College. During her third year in college, Charles Lindbergh made his trip
alone across the Atlantic. Later that year, Anne met Charles. He was traveling around the country talking about his famous
trip. Charles took her family flying. Anne was delighted. After one trip, she wrote about her great joy in watching the clouds
and stars and birds.

Anne and Charles fell in love. On May 27, 1929, they were married. Anne’s quiet life changed into a great adventure.
She flew with Charles around the world. During one trip, the couple flew thirty thousand miles. On another, they broke a cross-
country speed record. Anne was becoming as famous as her husband.

In 1931 Anne learned to fly an airplane by herself. Soon after, she and Charles had their first child. They flew over the North
Pole to China and Japan. Anne wrote her first book about this exciting trip. Many people read it and loved it. They explored
the Atlantic Ocean for new air routes. Her second book, called Listen! The Wind, recorded this five-month trip. Anne became
known as one of the greatest writers in America.

Anne found a way to spend time with her husband and to write. Many of Anne’s books recorded her family life. In Gift from
the Sea, Anne wrote about going to the beach alone. She collected seashells and wrote about things that were important to
her. During her trip, she wrote about love, her family, and work.
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In her final years of life, Anne took care of her children and grandchildren. She continued to write. She died when she was
ninety-four. She was remembered in the newspapers as a pilot and author.

Anne Morrow Lindbergh was many things in her life. Like Charles, she was a pioneer in the early days of air travel. She was
a wife to an American hero, a loving mother, and a well-loved writer.

31. According to the passage, how were Anne and
Charles Lindbergh alike?

A. They both enjoyed flying.

B. They both went to college.

C. They both were good writers.

D. They both came from large families.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct answer

B.
Anne went to college. The passage does not say
if Charles went to college, too.

C.
The passage shows that Anne was a good writer.
It does not say if Charles wrote any books or if
he was a good writer, too.

D.

The passage does not say if Anne or Charles
came from a large family. It only says that Anne
came from a “close, happy family” and she had
“sisters and a brother.”

ItemID A2K.1134979
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.3.R.CM.03.03, LA.3.RI.3.1, LA.3.RI.3.3
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Heavy Planes and Strong Air

Last spring, Uncle Nick came to visit for a week. I went with Dad to the airport to pick him up. I was excited to see him, but I
was also thinking about the small wooden car I had built. My friends and I were going to race our cars in a contest. My family
and a group of my friends from school would be at the race, too. Now Uncle Nick would be able to watch the race, too. When
we drove near the airport, I noticed the noise of the airplanes landing. It sounded like thunder. I see airplanes every day, but
that day I started to wonder. Airplanes are very heavy. How do they fly?

Thinking about an airplane and my wooden car at the same time made me laugh. My car weighs five ounces. A plane
can weigh 400 tons! I had learned a lot about how things go when I built my wooden car. Now I wanted to learn about big
machines that go. So I did. I found out how airplanes fly.

Airplanes use engines, wings, and air to lift into the sky. Before an airplane can lift up into the air, it needs power to move
forward on the ground. That’s why engines are important. Smaller airplanes have engines that spin. Bigger airplanes have jet
engines. Those engines cause the noise I heard at the airport the day Uncle Nick landed. The engines give the plane power
to move forward on the runway. Soon the airplane is speeding on the ground. Next, it has to quickly lift up and fly.

Airplanes and cars definitely do not look alike. One main difference is that airplanes have wings. To lift the airplane up, the
wings and air work together. This air is not a soft breeze. Think about how the air feels on a windy day. Sometimes it blows
hard enough to knock a tree over or push a garbage container down the street. The air around a moving plane is much
stronger. This air rushes by its wings when an airplane speeds down the runway. The wings are curved on top and flat on the
bottom. Some of the air goes over the top of the wing. That air moves faster because of the curve. Some of the air moves
below the wing. That air moves slower. The slow air pushes up with a strong force on those long, wide, strong wings. This
force is so strong that it can lift a 400-ton airplane with people and suitcases and many other things.

At last, the airplane is in the air! The airplane’s engines keep making power. Air keeps rushing over and under the wings.
Every day airplanes fly through the sky to bring people all over the world. One airplane brought Uncle Nick to see us.

Next time you’re outside playing and an airplane flies over you, think about their powerful engines. Think about the wings and
the air. Now you can explain what makes those heavy machines fly!
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32. Look at the picture in the speech. Which sentence
BEST tells why it helps listeners?

A. It helps explain how planes lift up into the air.

B. It shows how the wind changes its direction.

C. It has facts about how heavy airplanes are.

D. It shows how engines move an airplane.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct answer.

B.
Listeners learn that the wind is powerful, but the
picture does not help them learn anything about
the direction of the wind.

C.
The speech describes how heavy airplanes are,
but the picture does not add those facts.

D.
Some facts about engines are in the speech, but
the picture does give listeners more facts about
engines.

ItemID A2K.1226459
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.3.R.IT.03.03, LA.3.RI.3.7
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Australia: The Land Down Under

33. According to the timeline, which place is not a part of
Australia’s history?

A. Southeast Asia

B. Great Britain

C. Canberra

D. Alaska

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
The first people to live in Australia came from this
region.

B. Australia was a colony of Great Britain.

C. Canberra is the nation’s capital city.
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D. Correct answer

ItemID A2K.1179601
Correct D
Standard(s) LA.3.R.IT.03.03, READ.K-12.3.1.1, LA.3.RI.3.7

34. What can the reader learn about Australia from the
map?

A. what animals live there

B. its size

C. what countries are nearby

D. its people

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
The student may choose this because the
passage does talk about animals, but the map
does not refer to animals.

B. Correct answer

C.
Student may choose because this is the type of
information usually gotten from maps.

D.
Students may choose because the text does
talk about people, but the map does not refer to
them.

ItemID A2K.1306421
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.3.R.IT.03.03, LA.3.RI.3.7

35. Why are the years in the timeline in bold print?

A. to begin new sentences

B. to point out the main ideas

C. to make the timeline more interesting

D. to help the reader see the time order

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
The bold print is not at the beginning of
sentences.

B.
The bold print shows important years in the
timeline, not main ideas.

C.
The bold print is meant to help the reader. It is
not used to make the timeline interesting.

D. Correct answer

ItemID A2K.1125452
Correct D
Standard(s) LA.3.R.IT.03.03, 5, READ.K-12.1.2.1, LA.3.RI.3.5
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Teach Your Dog to Sit and Come

by Karen Sebesta

Here are some basic commands to teach your puppy. These are words that let you control your puppy and also can help
keep your puppy safe.

Getting Started

Train your puppy when he or she is hungry. Use your dog’s favorite treats as a reward when you train. Always remember to
use your puppy’s name just before you say what you want him or her to do. Here we will imagine that we are training a puppy
named Max.

Teaching the “Sit” Command

There are two ways to teach your puppy to sit.

1.  Place the puppy so he is standing in front of you. Gently push on his hind end and say, “Max, sit!” Say it firmly, but do
not frighten your dog. Reward him when his hind end touches the ground. Praise him, saying, “Good dog.” Repeat the action
two or three times. Each time your puppy sits, reward him with praise and a treat.

2.  Hold a treat in your hand and get your puppy’s attention. Move the treat up over his head until he must sit to see it. Say,
“Max, sit!” as he sits. Praise him and give him the treat when he sits. Repeat the action a few more times. Soon he will begin
to think about sitting when he hears the word sit.

Teaching the “Come” Command
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Be certain you are in a safe place, such as a fenced yard or your house. Step a little bit away from your dog. Then call,
“Max, come!” Open your arms, and sweep one arm across your chest. Praise him as he comes toward you. Reward him with
more praise and a treat when he gets to you. Repeat this training several times, and step farther away each time.

How Long Does It Take to Learn?

It may take several days or even weeks to teach your puppy “sit” and “come.” Remember to keep each lesson short, only
five or ten minutes. Practice every day.

Do I Always Use Treats?

At first, reward your dog with treats and praise each time he does what you want him to do. Little by little, use only praise
instead of treats.

36. “Teach Your Dog to Sit and Come” has five headings.
Which information is listed under the first heading?

A. commands to use in order to train a puppy

B. ideas on how to wash and clean a puppy

C. directions on how to train a puppy

D. things needed to own a puppy

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
The second and third headings list the
commands to use in order to train a puppy.

B.
The passage is only about training a puppy. It
does not have information about washing and
cleaning a puppy.

C. Correct answer

D.
“Getting Started” tells the reader to use the dog’s
favorite treats. It does not tell about other things
a puppy owner will need.

ItemID A2K.1136587
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.3.R.IT.03.03, LA.3.R.CM.03.02, READ.K-12.3.2.1,
LA.3.RI.3.5
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Storing the Sun’s Heat

by Anne Malone

You can feel the Sun’s rays on your skin on a summer day. It feels warm. Did you know that you can store the Sun’s heat?
This experiment will show you how the Sun’s heat can be stored.

What You Will Need:

• three bricks
• a sunny place (outside or next to a window)
• a shady place
• a piece of a blanket or other heavy cloth

What to Do:

1. Put two of the bricks in a sunny place. Put the other brick in a shady place.

2. Feel each of the bricks after an hour or so. What is the difference in temperature between the bricks that were in the Sun
and the one that was in the shade? Which is the warmest? Which is the coolest?

3. Take the two bricks out of the Sun. Wrap one of them in the blanket. Make sure all three bricks are in the shade.
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4. After about ten minutes, feel all three bricks. Which one is warmest? Which is coolest?

What Happened:

• The bricks that were in a sunny place stored the Sun’s heat. The warmth you felt on the bricks was heat from the
Sun. The brick that was in a shady place was cooler because it did not get any heat from the Sun.

• When you took the bricks out of the sunny place, they started to lose the heat they stored from the Sun.

• When you put the blanket on one brick, you helped the heat to stay in the brick. That is why the brick in the
blanket was the warmest one.

• The brick that had been in a sunny place but was not covered with the blanket lost more of its heat than the one
that was covered with the blanket. It is cooler than the brick that was covered.

• Which brick was the coolest? Can you explain why?

How We Use These Ideas:

• Many homes are heated by the Sun. Scientists make houses with parts that store the Sun’s heat, like the bricks.
Then these parts let out the heat when the home needs it.

• The blanket acts as an insulator. An insulator is something that keeps heat from moving from one place to
another. When you use a bedspread on your bed, it keeps heat close to you. Foam cups are insulators, too. They
keep drinks like hot chocolate and tea warm by making the heat stay inside the cup.

37. What does the first picture show about where the
bricks should be placed?

A. One brick should be in the shade.

B. Two bricks should be to the left of a tree.

C. The bricks should be put near a forest or a park.

D. The bricks should not be too close to each other.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct answer

B.
The first picture shows that two of the bricks
should be in the sun.

C.
The bricks do not need to be put near a forest or
park. They just need to be put in an area that is
part shade and part sun.

D.
The picture shows two bricks that are close
together. They do not need to be close together.
It is most important for them to be in the sun.

ItemID A2K.1135000
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.3.R.IT.03.03, LA.3.R.CM.03.02, LA.3.R.MT.03.01,
READ.K-12.3.1.1, LA.3.RI.3.7
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38. Why does the author underline some parts of the
passage?

A. so that readers know they don’t have to read
those parts

B. so that readers know that this passage has many
steps

C. to help divide the different parts of the passage

D. to help make the passage look complete

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
The author wants readers to read all parts of the
passage. The underlined parts are important.

B.
Numbers, not underlined words, are used to
show steps.

C. Correct answer

D.
The underlined words make the passage easier
to read. They do not make the passage seem
complete.

ItemID A2K.1134985
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.3.R.IT.03.03, READ.K-12.1.2.1, LA.3.RI.3.5

39. In which part does the writer tell what steps to follow
for the experiment?

A. What to Do

B. What Happened

C. What You Will Need

D. How We Use These Ideas

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct answer

B.
The What Happened part is for after the reader
has done the experiment. It tells why the
experiment happened the way it did.

C.
The What You Will Need part tells the reader the
things to use in the experiment.

D.
This part tells readers why the experiment is
important. It is about things that happen in our
lives every day.

ItemID A2K.1134988
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.3.R.IT.03.03, LA.3.R.CM.03.02, READ.K-12.3.1.1,
LA.3.RI.3.5
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

The Great, Big Elephant and the Smart Little Rabbit: A Persian Folk Tale

by Karen Gray Ruelle

One day, the Elephant King called all of the elephants of the land to a meeting. “I’m tired of the same old drinking pond,” he
said. “It’s time to find someplace new.” He sent out a party of elephants to find them a new home.

They returned with news of a place far away called The Pond of the Moon, where the water was fresh and clear. There were
plenty of sweet grass and beautiful shade trees.

The Elephant King said, “We will go to this place and see if it is as good as you say.” And with that, the elephants followed
their king across the land.

When they arrived, they were thirsty and tired. They took long drinks of the fresh, clear water. They looked around and saw
the sweet grass and beautiful shade trees. This place was even more wonderful than they had hoped.

The Elephant King announced that they would make this their new home.

However, the elephants were not the only ones who liked it there. For many years, rabbits had lived there. Now the
elephants were eating up all of the grass. They were big and heavy. With every step they crushed the rabbits’ homes under
the ground. What could the rabbits do?

The Rabbit King called a meeting and said, “What can we do to make these elephants leave? I will give great honor to
anyone who can help.”

None of the rabbits knew what to do. Then one little rabbit said, “I can help.” All of the other rabbits laughed at him. What
could such a small rabbit do to make all those great, big elephants leave? The King asked, “Who else has an idea?” They
were all silent.

That night, the little rabbit crept out of the rabbit hole. He climbed up a tree. Then he said in a loud voice, “Oh, Elephant
King! I bring a message from the Moon Queen. She is angry with you.”

The Elephant King looked around, but he saw nobody.

The rabbit said, “My queen loves all of the animals, but she knows that you do not care about the other animals. This makes
her angry. She is deciding what to do with you. Watch out!”

The elephants were worried. They were afraid of this Moon Queen.

“Perhaps my queen will forgive you. Look upon her face in The Pond of the Moon to see what she thinks,” said the rabbit.

The Elephant King went to the pond and saw the face of the moon shining in the water.

“Wash yourself in the water and show your respect. Maybe my queen will forgive you,” said the rabbit.

The Elephant King put his trunk in the water. This made the water move.
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“You can see that it’s too late! The Moon Queen is so angry, she has shaken herself into a thousand pieces!” said the rabbit.

The Elephant King said, “We must leave quickly to escape the Moon Queen’s anger.” And all of the elephants walked away
as fast as their great, heavy feet could take them.

From that time on, the rabbits lived happily by The Pond of the Moon with no elephants to bother them. Whenever any one
of them saw the brave, smart little rabbit that had saved them, they bowed low in his honor.

40. Use the Venn diagram to answer the following
question.

What is true about the elephants and the rabbits?

A. Both wanted to live at The Pond of the Moon.

B. Both were afraid of the Moon Queen.

C. Both lived under the ground.

D. Both were large and heavy.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct

B. No rationale available

C. No rationale available

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2K.1135587
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.3.R.IT.03.03, LA.3.R.CM.03.03, LA.3.R.MT.03.02,
READ.K-12.2.1.1, LA.3.RL.3.3, LA.3.RI.3.7
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

The City Meets the Sea/Rooster and Robin

The City Meets the Sea

by Susan B. Kelleher

In the small fishing village of Seacrest, Brendan McGill sat near the window looking out over the harbor. He watched his
father’s boat, the Blarney Boy, chug out past the old lighthouse and into the choppy waters of the ocean.

Brendan had loved fishing with his father. He had loved preparing the boat and putting the bait on the hooks. He had even
loved the smell of the fish. But lately Brendan dreamed of life in a big city, where exciting things happen every day.

“Can you see the Blarney Boy?”

Brendan looked up to see his mother.

“Yep. It just passed the lighthouse,” he told her.

“I’m glad you stayed home today,” Mrs. McGill said. “I wanted to talk to you. Your cousin Jenny is coming to visit. I’d like you
to show her around.”

“Jenny from the big city?” Brendan asked. “She’ll be bored in Seacrest.”

“We’ll see,” Mrs. McGill replied.

On the first day of Jenny’s visit, the whole family went sailing on the Blarney Boy. Mr. McGill let Jenny steer the boat, and
Mrs. McGill helped her put bait on the hook and cast her line.

“I caught a fish!” Jenny squealed.

Brendan helped Jenny pull in a red snapper, and the whole family agreed that it would make a delicious dinner.

The next day, Brendan’s mother took Brendan and Jenny down to the beach. They collected a pail full of shells, two pieces
of wood, and a seagull feather, which Jenny slipped into her pocket.

At the Seacrest lighthouse, Jenny learned the history of the village and the three-hundred-year-old lighthouse.

“I thought it might be boring here, but I’m having fun,” Jenny said as she watched the gulls soar overhead.

“I’d like to have fun in a big city,” Brendan replied.

“Next summer, come visit me,” Jenny said.

Rooster and Robin

by D. J. Vanas

Rudy was a bird. He was a robin. Rudy lived in a forest near Mr. Taylor’s farm. Each day, Rudy watched a rooster walk
around the barnyard. Rudy wished he could be the rooster.

Rudy thought it would be great to shout “cock-a-doodle-do!” each morning. The rooster ate yellow corn for breakfast, and
Rudy thought about how good it might taste. Rudy loved the forest, but he thought the farm might be even better.
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One morning Rudy did not hear “cock-a-doodle-do!” Mr. Taylor was taking the rooster away in his truck. Rudy flew down to
the barnyard. The sun was coming up, and Rudy took a deep breath. He tried to cry “cock-a-doodle-do!” but all that came out
was a beautiful song.

When the farm animals woke up, the horse told Rudy, “I guess you’re the new rooster. There’s your breakfast.” The horse
pointed his hoof at the corn on the ground. Rudy was excited about trying a piece, but the corn was dry and hard. It was not
like the juicy berries he usually ate for breakfast. The horse told Rudy that he must walk around all day to watch over the
chickens.

“No flying?” Rudy asked.

The horse replied, “No flying.”

Rudy walked all day. His feet started to hurt. He missed flying around. Rudy began to feel sad and to miss his wonderful
home. Being a rooster wasn’t nearly as much fun as being a robin.

Just then, Rudy saw the lights of Mr. Taylor’s truck. The rooster was back!

The rooster had gone to the doctor for a checkup. Rudy was so happy when the rooster returned. Rudy flew away and
whistled his beautiful song. He couldn’t wait to get back to his cozy nest in the wonderful forest.

41. The author of “The City Meets the Sea” uses italics to
name which of the following?

A. a city

B. a boat

C. a person

D. a building

Answer Choice Rationale

A. The author does not name a city in the passage.

B. Correct answer.

C.
Blarney Boy is in italics in this passage. It is the
name of a boat, not a person.

D.
The author mentions a lighthouse in the
passage. She does not put the name of the
lighthouse or any other building in italics.

ItemID A2K.1117840
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.3.R.IT.03.03, B, LA.3.RL.3.1

42. Read this part of the table of contents from a book that
contains the story “Rooster and Robin.”

Section 1: Bird Tales
Section 2: Animal Sounds
Section 3: Horse Stories
Section 4: Animal Doctors

In which section would “Rooster and Robin” most likely
be found?

A. Section 1: Bird Tales

B. Section 2: Animal Sounds

C. Section 3: Horse Stories

D. Section 4: Animal Doctors

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct answer.

B.

This is not likely to be the section in which to
find a passage about a rooster and a robin. This
section might talk about what kind of sounds the
rooster and the robin make, but it would also
describe many other animal sounds.

C.

A passage about a rooster and a robin would
not be found in a section of the book with horse
stories in it. The rooster or the robin might be
a character in one of the stories, but all of the
stories would be about horses.
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D.

This section of the book would most likely have
passages that tell what animal doctors do and
how they help animals. This section would not
contain stories about Rooster and Robin.

ItemID A2K.1117837
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.3.R.IT.03.03, READ.K-12.2.1.1
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Snow Fox

by Caroline Arnold

It is winter in the far north. Ice and snow cover the land. The arctic fox is one of the few animals that can live in such a cold
place.

The arctic fox has a stout body, short legs, and a long, bushy tail. It weighs between 5 and 20 pounds. From its nose to
the end of its tail, it is about 32 inches long. This small fox is about the size of a large housecat.

Keeping Warm

The arctic fox lives in Alaska, Canada, Siberia, and other places near the Arctic Circle. These are some of the coldest
places on Earth. Sometimes the air is more than 50 degrees below zero. The arctic fox’s body helps it live in this cold area.

Thick fur keeps an arctic fox warm. A layer of short, fine hair grows next to the skin. On top of that is an outer layer of longer,
thicker hairs. A coating of oil helps keep the fur dry. When a fox sleeps, it curls up like a ball and uses its long, furry tail like a
warm blanket. Even the fox’s feet are covered with fur. Sharp, curved claws help keep the fox from slipping on the ice.

A Coat for Every Season

The arctic fox’s thick winter coat falls out in the spring. Then the arctic fox grows a thinner summer coat. The winter coat
grows back again in fall.

Most arctic foxes are white in winter and brown in summer. These foxes live in places where it is very snowy in winter. Their
white winter fur makes them hard to see against the snow. In summer, their brown fur helps them blend in among the arctic
plants while they hunt for food.

Some arctic foxes have light gray fur in winter. In summer, their fur is dark gray or black. These foxes usually live near the
ocean. Their gray fur helps them hide among the rocks while they hunt for fish, birds, and other animals that live near the
water.

Time for Pups

Arctic foxes raise their pups during the few warm months of the year. The pups are born between April and June. Fox
parents may have eleven or more pups. That is a lot of hungry mouths to feed!

The pups grow quickly. By fall their bodies are covered with thick, warm fur. They have learned to hunt for their own food.
They are ready to be on their own. Soon the air will grow cold, and snow will cover the ground. The sturdy arctic foxes are all
set for another winter in the land of ice and snow.

43. Read the sentence from the passage.

“The arctic fox is one of the few animals that can live
in such a cold place.”

Where is the BEST place to find the meaning of the
word arctic in a textbook?

A. table of contents

B. title page

C. glossary

D. index

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
The table of contents tells where each chapter
starts. It does not give word meanings.

B.
The title page tells the name of the book and
who published it. It does not list important words
or their meanings.

C. Correct answer
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D.
The index would tell the pages that have the
word arctic on them. It would not tell what arctic
means.

ItemID A2K.1135556
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.3.R.IT.03.03, LA.3.L.3.4.d, LA.3.L.3.6

44. Which kind of information is found under the heading
“Keeping Warm”?

A. where the arctic fox hunts for food

B. when the arctic fox gives birth to pups

C. how the arctic fox’s winter coat falls out in the
spring

D. how the arctic fox’s body helps it survive in cold
areas

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
This information is under the heading “A Coat for
Every Season.”

B.
The part called “Time for Pups” gives this
information.

C.
“A Coat for Every Season” tells when the arctic
fox’s winter coat falls out.

D. Correct answer

ItemID A2K.1135557
Correct D
Standard(s) LA.3.R.IT.03.03, LA.3.R.MT.03.01, READ.K-12.3.2.1,
LA.3.RI.3.5
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Choose Your Favorite Author

45. What is the BEST way to find books by Dr. Seuss on
this website?

A. Enter a user name.

B. Click the rhymes link.

C. Use the Author Search box.

D. Click the Author’s Works link.
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Answer Choice Rationale

A.
This would let someone log in to the site but
would not lead to books by Dr. Seuss.

B.
Though Dr. Seuss wrote many books with
rhymes, the site does not say that the "rhymes"
link goes to Dr. Seuss's books.

C.

The word "author" means "writer." Dr. Seuss's
name is in the Author Search box, and the
webpage is about his life. This shows that the
Author Search box leads to information about a
writer, not to a list of his or her books.

D. Correct answer

ItemID A2K.1185538
Correct D
Standard(s) LA.3.R.IT.03.03, LA.3.RI.3.5
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

The Moon Was at a Fiesta

by Beth Boose-Johnson

The Sun and Moon have always shone at different times. The Moon shines at night and watches over people while they
sleep. During the day, the Moon hides behind the sky while the Sun shines. For hundreds of years, the Sun and Moon were
happy with their jobs.

One day, the Moon heard some stars talking. The stars had heard about a fiesta in the city of Oaxaca. During these parties,
people play games and have fun. “The Sun has all the fun,” the stars were saying. “People have fiestas with the Sun.”

The Moon wanted to make the stars happy. She decided to wake up early the next afternoon to watch the fiesta. The people
made music and sang. A great parade marched through the city. Many people wore brightly colored costumes and put animal
masks on their faces. All during the fiesta, the Sun shone very brightly and danced in the sky. The Moon understood why the
stars were jealous of the Sun. Nothing fun like this ever happened at night.

That night, the Moon gathered the stars together to plan their own fiesta. The Moon and stars asked the men who worked in
the city at night to help. “Tell the people of the city that the Moon and stars want a nighttime fiesta. It should have music and
food,” explained the Moon. “Brightly colored lanterns could help the stars light up the night.” The men agreed to spread the
word.

The next day, people began to plan the nighttime fiesta. They made wooden masks for the parade. Children made paper
lanterns. The people of Oaxaca prepared seafood dishes. They rolled out round tortillas to look like flat pancakes. The
tortillas were wrapped around steamy beans and rice. They mixed pieces of fruit with sugar water and ice to make delicious
Mexican fruit water.

Just before sunset, people decorated the city with the lanterns. People dressed in brightly colored costumes. Some wore
masks. As soon as the Sun went down and the Moon and stars came out, the fiesta began. The lanterns were lit, and music
played. The people of Oaxaca spent the night dancing, singing, and eating. The Moon and stars loved being part of the fiesta.
The stars shone more brightly than usual. The Moon danced around the sky in time with the music. In fact, she was having so
much fun that she forgot to go behind the sky when the Sun rose.

When people saw the Sun, they knew they had stayed awake all night. They all went home to sleep. The fiesta had kept the
people up all night. The people slept all day. Fields were not plowed. The market did not open. Farmers did not sell their food.
In fact, no one got any work done.

The Moon saw the trouble she had caused. She knew the people needed to sleep at night. She would not plan another
fiesta.

However, the Moon and stars have never forgotten their famous fiesta. At times, the Moon and stars have their own
nighttime fiesta. They play games and dance in the sky. To this day, when people in Oaxaca wake up and see the Moon in the
sky with the Sun, they know what has happened. “The Moon was at a fiesta,” they say to one another.
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46. In the second paragraph, why is the word fiesta in
italics?

A. to make sure that readers notice it

B. because it is important to the story’s theme

C. because it is a word from another language

D. to show that it should be shouted when read aloud

Answer Choice Rationale

A.

There are many ways to make sure readers
notice a word. The title, for example, is
underlined so that readers notice it. Fiesta is in
italics because it is a special kind of word.

B.
There are many words in the story that are
important to the theme. They are not all in italics.

C. Correct answer

D.
Words that should be shouted are written with
all capital letters or followed by an exclamation
point.

ItemID A2K.1136584
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.3.R.IT.03.03
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

The Fisherman Who Waits

by Heidi Chang

Characters
MASON, an eight-year-old boy
GRANDPA HIRO, Mason’s grandfather
KEVIN, Mason’s older cousin
ED, the owner of a fishing gear shop

SCENE 1

(At Mason’s home on the porch. Grandpa Hiro has stopped by with Kevin. They have just come back from a fishing trip. Kevin
is showing Mason all the fish they caught with lures. A lure is a colorful shape that catches a fish’s attention.)

MASON: (wide-eyed) Wow, you caught all these fish, Kevin?

KEVIN: Well, mostly Grandpa did. He is a really good fisherman. He is teaching me to use different lures.

MASON: Can you teach me, Grandpa Hiro?

GRANDPA HIRO: Sure, Mason. I am going fishing again next weekend. Do you want to come?

MASON: (looking happy) Would I!

SCENE 2

(Mason and Grandpa Hiro are in a boat, fishing on a lake. Grandpa Hiro is using a special lure to catch a bass. Grandpa Hiro
ties the lure to the end of his fishing line. Mason casts his own fishing line out on the water. He is using a simple fishhook with
a small piece of bread on it. Mason soon grows bored. He starts watching his grandfather fish for bass.)

MASON: Grandpa, what kind of lure are you using? The bass really seem to like it!

GRANDPA HIRO: (casts his fishing line out into the water) It’s called a spinner. It spins in the water when I pull it back in.

(Grandpa Hiro slowly pulls his line back in.)

MASON: (putting down his fishing pole) Grandpa Hiro, may I try? I bet I could catch a bass.

GRANDPA HIRO: Well, OK, Mason. It takes a lot of practice to use a spinner.

(Grandpa Hiro shows Mason how to cast out the spinner. Mason tries several times. He can’t get it right.)

MASON: (frowning) How come I’m not catching any bass? I am not even catching anything!

(Mason looks over at his own fishing pole. Grandpa Hiro is now fishing with it.)

GRANDPA HIRO: You’re in too much of a hurry, Mason.

(Suddenly, the floating ball tied to Hiro’s fishing line goes under the water. Grandpa Hiro pulls in the line.)

GRANDPA HIRO: (holding up the fishing line. A fish is at the other end.) Look at that, Mason. You caught a perch!

MASON: (looking sad) Not really, Grandpa. You did. Now I know why you are such a good fisherman. You sit and wait.
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GRANDPA HIRO: (puts his hand on Mason’s shoulder) All it takes is practice.

MASON: I think I should try to just fish with a hook and the floating ball. At least until I learn to sit and wait.

GRANDPA HIRO: (winks at him) Sure, Mason.

SCENE 3

(Several weeks later. Mason and Grandpa Hiro are in a fishing gear shop. They are looking at lures and bait.)

ED: (coming up to greet them) Grandpa Hiro, it is always nice to see you.

GRANDPA HIRO: Hi, Ed. This is my grandson, Mason.

ED: Are you teaching another grandchild to fish?

GRANDPA HIRO: (laughing) Of course!

ED: Let’s see, Mason. You look like you fish with bread on a hook and a floating ball.

MASON: (shaking his head) Oh, no, not anymore! I fish with a spinner!

(Grandpa Hiro, Mason, and Ed start laughing. Mason looks over at his grandfather and smiles.)

47. Read the list of book titles.

Plays to Make You Laugh
Plays That Teach
Putting on a Play
How to Write Plays

In which book would “The Fisherman Who Waits” be
found?

A. Plays That Teach

B. Putting on a Play

C. How to Write Plays

D. Plays to Make You Laugh

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct answer

B.
Putting on a Play is probably not a book of plays.
It is most likely a book about how to act in plays
and make the scenery, or decorations, for them.

C.
How to Write Plays probably has directions for
readers who want to make their own plays. It
would not have plays in it.
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D.
Mason laughs at the end of the passage, but
“The Fisherman Who Waits” is not a funny play. It
will not likely make the reader laugh.

ItemID A2K.1135559
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.3.R.IT.03.03, LA.3.R.MT.03.01, READ.K-12.1.2.1
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Burr Tillstrom

by Beth Boose-Johnson

More than fifty years ago, both adults and children in America loved to watch a famous puppet show. The show was called
Kukla, Fran, and Ollie. How could a puppet show be so exciting? The reason was Burr Tillstrom.

Burr started show business at an early age. In kindergarten, he found two stuffed teddy bears at school. He invented a
make-believe world. He made the bears move and talk. Burr’s bears made his friends laugh.

Soon Burr began to use dolls and other toys. He brought his characters to life. He made up names, homes, and funny
stories for them.

Neighbor kids liked to watch Burr, so he found an orange crate and dressed it up with lace curtains. It became a stage.
Burr’s characters acted on the stage. The children loved it.

One of Burr’s teachers let him perform a play in her neighbor’s garden. The neighbor was the sister of a puppeteer. A
puppeteer is a person who makes and performs with puppets. The puppeteer taught Burr about puppets. Burr began to make
puppets.

During college, Burr performed in a puppet show at a Chicago theater. It was then that Burr made his first hand puppet. He
named it Kukla. Kukla was a clown with a round red nose. He was kind and gentle.

A few years later, Burr made Ollie. Ollie was a one-toothed dragon. Kukla and Ollie became an act. They performed at fairs
and clubs.

Burr was asked to do a television show with his puppets. A woman named Fran Allison became a part of the act. Burr had
Kukla and Ollie on his hands. He hid behind the small stage. Fran stood in front of the stage and talked with Kukla and Ollie.
They did not practice lines. Burr and Fran made the lines up as they went along. Burr once said, “You don’t need a script
when you’re talking to friends.”

People began to watch. Fans grew to love the characters. Kukla and Ollie became famous. They were made of cloth, but
they seemed real. They made America laugh. In 1957, the show ended after running for ten years.

Many people did not want to see the show end. Kukla, Fran, and Ollie did special shows for many years.

Burr loved his puppets. He did not want Kukla and Ollie to be made into toy dolls. He thought that the puppets should be
seen moving and speaking only. Without Burr, there would be no Kukla and Ollie. Today, videotapes of the show are the only
way to meet Kukla and Ollie.

Burr Tillstrom was a great artist who touched many lives. He brought his puppets to life. He used them to make people
laugh. Burr Tillstrom and his puppets are an important part of American history.

48. What is the BEST way to show events in Burr
Tillstrom's life?

A. a list

B. a web

C. a map

D. a timeline

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
A list could show the events in Burr Tillstrom's
life, but a timeline could show both the events
and when they happened.

B.
A web would not show the events in Burr
Tillstrom's life in order from beginning to end.

C.
A map shows where places are. It does not show
when events happened.
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D. Correct answer.

ItemID A2K.1125443
Correct D
Standard(s) LA.3.R.IT.03.03

Stop! You have finished this exam.


